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Dakar Rally – Christian Lavieille - Jean-Pierre Garcin – Team Land Cruiser Toyota 



The Dakar contenders reached the capital of 
Argentina, Buenos Aires, on Saturday 14 January 
after an epic race of some 9,000 km that will go 
down in history. Countless difficulties arose in their 
path and the organisers weren't spared either, for 
instance when they had to cancel two stages due 
to the weather conditions. The many teams sup-
ported technically by Motul experienced daring 
moments, times of doubt, sheer hell and, some-
times, glory, all inherent in the event and the dis-
cipline!
Xtremeplus Polaris Factory Team perfectly maste-
red the situation in SSV. 100% of its five  buggies 
reached the arrival and represent 100% of the 

teams ranked! 'My dream has come true!' com-
mented Brazilian Leandro Torres, winner in his se-
cond Dakar teamed with his compatriot Lourival 
Roldan. 'It was hard but I was more aggressive than 
last year and simply loved the specials on terrains 
that were different every day: pebbly, soft sand, 
dirt... but the liaison sectors were really very long 
and difficult because of temperatures at times al-
most 50°C and at other times just 5°C...' Chinese 
rookies, Wang Fujiang and Li Wei took 2nd place.
Toyota Auto Body bagged a superb one-two in 
T2 class of series 4WDs. 'We didn't encounter any 
mechanical problems and could therefore drive at 
a good pace every day,' stated Christian Lavieille, 

DAKAR RALLY
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Leandro Torres-Lourival Roldan
Xtremeplus Polaris
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Michael Metge
Monster Energy Honda Team

Honda CRF450 Rally

winner with Jean-Pierre Garcin ahead of the Fran-
co-Japanese duo Miura/LichtLeuchter.
The Honda South America Rally Team rider, Fran-
co Caimi, came into the limelight by finishing 1st 
rookie in Moto, in a solid 8th place overall. Team 
Sherco TVS Factory Rally Team isn't likely to soon 
forget its start to the Dakar when Joan Pedrero won 
the first stage. A few navigation mistakes came at 
great cost for him and the Spaniard finished 13th 
but the potential is there. The Franco-Indian struc-
ture will no doubt continue surprising us and will 
be back up there at the front.  
As for the Motul team that created the most buzz, 

it didn't win but clinched half of the stages, a re-
cord for this 39th staging. One of the great merits 
of Monster Energy Honda Team is to have kept a 
cold head right to the end and to have remained 
steadfast despite the huge blow it received at the 
end of stage four: a one hour penalty for each of 
its four   riders for having wrongly interpreted the 
refuelling regulations. Winner of four stages, Joan 
Barreda came 5th, 43 minutes off the winner, and 
9 minutes ahead of another CRF450 RALLY, that of 
Paulo Gonçalves. 'The result is hard to accept but 
we'll come back stronger' stated  Honda factory 
team general manager Martino Bianchi.



The 2017 staging of the Africa Eco Race finished 
on the banks of Lake Retba on Saturday 14 January, 
in Senegal, in keeping with the tradition of the first 
Paris-Dakars. Russian team  Vasilyev-Zhiltsov, driving 
a Mini, won in Cars/Trucks and Gev Sella, who has 
Israeli and South African nationalities, took his KTM 
to the win in Moto. Motul was the official lubricant 
partner of the event as well as of the contenders 
who signed up for entry under the 'moto trunks' 
option, in other words without any other assistance 
than that of the organisers and that provided by the 
famous red and white logo firm. 
Week two comprised fire stages in Mauritania be-
fore the Senegalese epilogue. The teams partnered 
technically by Motul battled it out for a place on the 
'4 wheels and over' podium. Serradoni and Magnal-

di share the fact that they won the FIA 2WD Trophy 
of the Cross Country Rally World Cup and they also 
both made a strong impression in this staging of 
the race. They indeed bagged respectively three 
and two of the best times. But various mechanical 
glitches considerably delayed them. Magnaldi even 
had to quit during the 8th stage.  
Dominique Housieaux and Christophe Crespo were 
extremely steady and, driving their team MD Rallye 
Sport Optimum, bagged a highly coveted 3rd place. 
Having secured the best time in the last selective 
sector, former Formula 3000 driver Guillaume Go-
mez copiloted by Loïc Fagot, was just 42 minutes 
behind his team comrade.  
In moto trunks category, Guillaume Martens trium-
phed by finishing in a fantastic 6th place overall.  

AFRICA ECO RACE 
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Vasilyef-Zhiltsov (Mini)

Zapletal-Sykora (Hummer) +2h10’30’’

Housieaux-Crespo (Optimus) +2h18’57’’

01
02
03

STANDINGS

Dominique Housieaux - Christophe Crespo
MD Rallye Sport

Optimus



94 cars on the track of a 5,399 metre circuit: 
that's barely more than 50 metres between each 
contender, but that's a purely theoretical statistic  
since obviously not everyone drives at the same 
pace! On 16 and 17 January, managing track and 
pit traffic was a key factor of the 12th staging of the 
Dubai 24 Hours. As a partner of this first round of 
the 24H Series, Motul supported technically seve-
ral teams including IMSA Performance which took 
its Porsche 991 GT3 R to the Top 5 of the overall 
standings.
Between the fastest cars of A6 Pro category, which 
can be likened to GT3, and the lowest category, the 
gaps could be over 30 seconds per lap. Overta-
king manoeuvres were therefore constant. Various 

incidents occurred on the circuit and led to 22 
'code 60' neutralisations, a procedure that obliges 
drivers to respect a speed limit without any possi-
bility of overtaking.  
Team IMSA Performance had put together a first-
rate team to contend on the 24 Hours Emirate cir-
cuit, with the last two champions of the Porsche 
Carrera Cup, France Maxime Jousse and Mathieu 
Jaminet along with the solid Raymond Narac and 
Thierry Comac. Seven years after its win in Dubai, 
the team managed by Franck Rava gave an exem-
plary performance to take 5th final place. Nissan 
Academy Team RJN finished 8th in SP3 (GT4)  
category while a technical problem led to the  
retirement of IDEC Sport.

24H SERIES
DUBAI 24 HOURS 
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R. Narac-T. Comac-M. Jousse-M. Jaminet
IMSA Performance
Porsche 991 GT3 R



Andros Trophy cars hadn't driven their studded 
tyres at Serre Chevalier since the 2008/2009 sea-
son. On 14 and 15 January, the two drivers in which 
Motul is placing its hopes in the fight for the final top 
three in Elite Pro did not leave the Top 5 but Franck 
Lagorce alone stepped onto the podium. Doing so 
he moves up one rank in the championship and is 
now fourth-placed,  two meets from the end. Mo-
tul's technical partnership with Classic & Modern 
Racing and its BMW M2s has already led to three 
wins signed Jean-Philippe Dayraut. Jean-Philippe 
remains the leader of the Trophy even if he lost 
some of his lead in the Hautes Alpes.
CMR's BMWs are also on their game in Elite, with 
three wins there too in the medal count. The latest 

win was bagged by Christian Béroujon in race 1 
in Serre Chevalier. Eddy Bénézet completed on 
Friday the one-two of the structure managed by 
Charles-Antoine Bourachot. Saturday smiled on  
Béroujon, 2nd, but less on his team-mate forced to 
retire in the final. 
Motul supports the Andros as well as the AMV Cup, 
where Benoît Tréluyer made a noticed appearance. 
The treble winner of the 24 Hours of Le Mans is an 
excellent amateur motorcycle rider. Team Trebad 
once again strongly defended Motul's colours. Syl-
vain Dabert won on day one and could have done 
the same again the following day if a contender 
had not dragged him down in his fall at the start 
of the final.

FRENCH ICE ANDROS TROPHY
SERRE CHEVALIER

FOUR WHEEL PODIUM, 
TWO WHEEL WIN
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Jean-Philippe Dayraut, 566 pts

Jean-Baptiste Dubourg, 564 pts

Olivier Panis, 526 pts

Franck Lagorce, 519 pts

01
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03
04

ELITE PRO STANDINGS

Franck Lagorce
Mazda France

Mazda 3



The second part of the qualifyings for the FIM 
Ice Gladiators World Championship, for which 
Motul is the presenting partner, gave its verdict 
on 14 January in Strömsund, a locality with 3,500 
inhabitants in mid-west Sweden. You had to rank 
among the first six to be entitled to participate 
in the five rounds of the final phase of the cham-
pionship, without waiting for the FIM committee 
decision concerning the allocation of wild cards. 
By mounting the second step of the podium, the 
Motul colours liveried driver, Dmitry Koltakov, more 
than achieved his goal, one week after his Russian 
champion title.  
Dmitry Koltakov found his match in the person of 
Franz Zorn, an Austrian several times teams world 

vice-champion and world third as an individual. A 
single point separated the two riders after the five 
meets of the Swedish tournament. Koltakov won 
everything in Strömsund… except opposite Zorn 
in the very first race programmed. But the fiercest 
racing will come later. On 4 and 5 February in To-
gliatti, Russia, Koltakov will be contending against 
Khomitsevich, the other Dmitry. His successor on 
the World championship leaderboard was auto-
matically qualified on account of his 2016 title. The 
contenders will then travel to the Russian speedway 
of Chadrinsk, that in Almaty in Kazakhstan, the Ger-
man speedway in Berlin and we shouldn't expect to 
know the name of the 2017 champion before they 
ride on the ice at Heerenveen, Netherlands!

FIM ICE SPEEDWAY  
GLADIATORS QUALIFYING
STRÖMSUND

KOLTAKOV QUALIFIED  
WITH FLYING COLOURS

Dmitry Koltakov
Jawa 500cc
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